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OUR PRODUCTS HAVE INTUITIVE
DESIGN, WHICH, AT THE SAME 
TIME CAN SURPRISE WITH ITS 
FLEXIBILITY AND INSPIRE NEW 

THINKING ABOUT THE  
ARRANGEMENT OF PARTICULAR 

SMALL AND UNIQUE HOMES, 
WITH FUTON FURNITURE AND  

COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS.
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 As a Danish design and furniture brand, Karup offers functional and com-
fortable furniture from high quality materials. We focus on creating new values 
combining Danish design traditions and upcoming trends. 
     The company KARUP was founded in 1972 by the entrepreneur Preben Chris-
tensen. Packed with ideas of how to change the way of producing furniture, he 
started out in an old farm house. As one of the first producers in Europe of knock-
down furniture, the business grew rapidly, and soon he had to find new and more 
efficient locations for the factory. The production was relocated to the city of Karup, 
right in the centre of Denmark, and thats how the company got the new name: 
Karup.
     In beginning of the 80’s, Preben discovered the Hippie-type futon frame in Amer-
ica, and believed there was also a marked for this type of furniture in Europe, and 
that’s how the first series-production of futon frames came alive in Europe.
     Today, second generation of the family has taken over the management of the 
company. Some values, how ever, remain sacred to our company. Our product de-
velopment is still devoted to the space-saving concept. The main-production of the 
frames remain at factories in EU, which makes it so much easier to meet the ethical 
code of conduct of our company.
   Our furniture are sold across the globe. Whether you live in Europe, Japan, Middle 
East or the States, we will be able to find you a dealer in your area.

U N F O R G E T T A B L E   S T O R Y
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COLLECTION 2018
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JUMP
Everyone has different preferences when it comes to their couches, which is why this func-
tional sofa can be adjusted to fit your life and your style. Jump can be configured to hide 
or show various aspects of its construction or rearranged to alter the way the cushions are
displayed. It can even transform into a sofa bed — perfect if you often host guests! With the 
Jump sofa, you won’t have to sacrifice comfort, practicality, or aesthetics: it’s exactly what 
you need and want in your living room.

design: SaysWho
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Wouldn’t it be great if flipping or changing your mattress wasn’t such a hassle? The Stack 
bed is what you’ve been waiting for! Starting with a goza mat on the floor, Stack features 
three mattresses stacked on top of each other. Better yet, each mattress feels different, so 
you can choose one that’s comfortable for you. Pick an arrangement that works for you and 
stick with it, or rotate through all of the possible arrangements whenever you feel like it! 
This bed makes hosting guests easy, too — simply use one of the mattresses as an extra bed 
when you have company.

STACK
b e d
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SENZA
design: Karup Design Groupb e d
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Featuring simple lines that evoke a sleek and refined aesthetic, the Rhythm sofa bed is the 
ideal addition to any living room — and it’s chic enough to be the focal point, too! Despite its 
distinctly minimalist appearance, Rhythm has reversible back cushions and can also can be 
converted into a bed for visitors. There’s also a practical, space-saving storage box under-
neath. Rhythm comes in a wide variety of colors with either solid pine or beech legs, so you 
can choose the style that’s right for your room.

RHYTHM
s o f a - b e d design: SaysWho
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STRING
The String sofa bed is the one of the most practical sofas available, with reversible back 
cushions, a spacious storage box underneath, and the ability to convert into a comfortable 
bed when guests come to visit. Don’t let String’s modular, modern appearance fool you: it’s
also an incredibly comfortable couch you can relax on after a long day at work. Best of all, 
there’s plenty of room for friends!

design: SaysWhos o f a - b e d
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SOFA BEDS
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With its simple yet classic round legs, the Pace daybed will never go out of style. Its sleek 
frame made of solid pine wood makes the Pace both durable and visually appealing. What’s 
more, its simple pine, black, or white colored frame and customizable fabric allows you the 
kind of versatility you’ve always wanted from your furniture. Dress the Pace with funky pil-
lows against the wall to create a relaxing spot to unwind with friends and family. You can 
even put two Paces together to make a sectional couch!

PACE
design: SaysWhod a y b e d
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SENZA
design: Karup Design Group

Senza is one of our most basic and easy-to-use designs. Inspired by the HIPPO’s thick mat-
tress. Clever corner assembling gives you a nice looking sofa, with the Stool it gives you a 
great option to make a L-Shape sofa or even longer than normal sofa. 
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Most of the time, it seems like you must compromise: you can only have 
style or comfort. The stylish sofas with clean lines? They’re usually un-
comfortable to sit on. But, on the other hand, you often want to hide 
comfortable sofas in the den or basement where no one will see them. 
That all changes with the Sega Daybed. The Sega is comfortable with its 
foam seat, stuffed cushions, and no-sag springs. But that doesn’t mean 
that the sofa doesn’t look good, too. With its solid pine legs, clean lines, 
and sophisticated upholstery, the Sega is a win-win piece of furniture.

SEGA
design: SaysWho
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Just call the Stomp daybed a conversation piece. With its classic, two-toned fabrics and its 
unusual and attention-grabbing cushions, the Stomp is the kind of unique piece of furniture 
that becomes the center of attention in any room. But your guests won’t know what’s hiding
under the Stomp’s sleek styling: the sofa does double duty. Convert the Stomp into a bed by 
detaching the backrest. Remember, the best sofas come with surprises.

STOMP
design: SaysWho
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DEVA
design: 365 North Design

In the ancient world, devas were divine beings whose name meant “shining one.” So what 
better name for this fresh, clever sofa bed design? The Deva’s frame is crafted from pine, 
a versatile, pliant wood that has a smooth grain highly suitable for making fine furniture. 
Pine is durable yet lightweight, so you’ll never find yourself struggling or straining to con-
vert The Deva from a practical, daytime sofa to a comfy studio sleeper. Just lift its back and, 
presto!, it’s bedtime. The Deva will be the shining star of your home in your choice of a wide 
range of fabrics and colors. How divine!
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POINT
design: 365 North Design

You’ll always be on point with this innovative sofa bed, designed not just to save space, but 
to maximize it. The Point pairs convenience with gorgeous materials that make a cutting-
edge fashion statement while being friendly to the environment. You’ll enjoy the comfort of 
Karup’s legendary futon, now offered in an array of new colors, textures, and fabrications. 
Functional as well as beautiful, the Point transforms from sofa to bed in just seconds. It 
features an ingenious dowel-and-lash closure that lets you make the switch effortlessly. 
For complete, heavenly comfort, add the optional long, body-length pillow to complete the 
picture. Point taken.
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STEP
design: Says Who

Take your apartment from cramped to cozy by stepping up to 
the versatility of the Step, one of Karup’s latest sofa bed designs. 
There’s nothing like the beautiful, space-saving Step to open up 
a room, creating a feeling of spaciousness that reflects your keen 
sense of style. With both arms in the upright position, the Step is 
a neat, compact sofa. Angle one arm to create a lounge that pro-
vides support for your back while you relax. Drop both arms flat 
to turn the Step into a comfy bed for overnight guests. Out with 
clutter, in with comfort.
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INDIE 
design: Says Who Design
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POETRY 
design: Says Who Design
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BEAT 
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BEBOP 
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EDGE 
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ROOTS  
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FRESH 
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CHICO
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FUNK
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FIGO
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SHIN SANO
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BEDS
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TWIST
design: Says Who Design
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Sleepy after a long day? A perfectly simple piece, the Pace can also be used 
as a comfortable bed! Instead of lining the Pace with colorful pillows, top 
it with sheets and blankets for a night of peaceful rest. Put the Pace in 
your bedroom to use as your regular bed, or leave it in the living room to 
convert it from a daybed to a bed when guests stay over. With the Pace, 
the possibilities for creativity are limitless.

PACE
b e d design: SaysWho
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JAPAN 
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DOCK
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BLUES 
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FUTONS
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BOOGIE
design: Says Who

X marks the spot for relaxation and style. It’s the all new Boogie, a chair that delivers good 
looks and superior comfort. Whether you’re chatting, lounging, or taking an afternoon nap, 
you’ll feel great doing it in a Boogie. Its classic, sling design is at home in any decor. Its 
sturdy beech wood frame comes in natural, black, or white finish and is crafted from high-
quality wood. Choose from a wide range of colors and fabrications—enough variety to buy 
several Boogies, one for each member of the family. Everyone deserves their own space-
saving, leisure-loving Boogie. 
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NEST NIDO
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BUCKLE UP 
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DICE 
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HIPPO 
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CUBE 
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WRAP 
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ROLLER
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TATAMI BED IN A BAG 
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STORAGES  & MORE
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HONGI
Sometimes you don’t see your favorite items of clothing — which you’ve stuffed into your 
closet — for weeks or even months at a time. Wouldn’t it be nice if you could display your 
clothes like works of art? That’s the benefit of the Hanger. With its sophisticated styling and 
modernist black half-circles connecting the base to the upper beam, it’s the perfect canvas. 
With such a good-looking Hanger, your clothes — whether they’re everyday outfits or your 
most stylish pieces — will look like masterpieces.

design: Anders Mørk
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Tired of the same old rectangular coffee and end table? The Leaf, which lives up to its name 
with its leaf shape, can be the answer to all of your look-alike table problems. The Leaf helps 
you give any room a fresh, and dare we say, funky vibe with its unusual design. The Leaf’s 
pine doesn’t hit you over the head with abstraction, however. Instead, with its clean pine, 
dark black, or white color options — in a fresh shape — you can add whimsy to any room.

LEAF
design: SaysWho

Sometimes all it takes to transform a piece of furniture from understated to eye-catching 
is a single detail. This principle is keenly demonstrated in the Stick coffee table. Though it 
has a sophisticated and clean-line frame, the Stick is made playful with two sets of cross-
bars connecting the four legs underneath. With many different color options, including 
unpainted pine, white, and black for both the frame and the sticks, your options for styling 
your Stick are nearly unlimited.

STICK
design: SaysWho
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COUNTRY
design: Says Who Design
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DANCE
design: Says Who Design

BASS
design: Says Who Design
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VOCAL
design: Says Who Design
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HOUSE
design: Says Who Design
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BEBOP table
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SPECIFICATIONS
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711 - red

938 - orange

941 - pistachio

936 - purple

934 - grey

937 - navy

901 - natur

915 - brown

910 - light 
bordeaux

917 - black

911 - red

743 - royal

744 - celeste

745 - botella

746 - gris

747 - visio

748- amarillo

502 - choco

503 - mocca

504 - cognac

505 - black
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738 - orange

741 - pistachio

736 - purple

734 - grey

737 - navy

701 - natur

715 - brown

710 - light 
bordeaux

717 - black
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301 - light gray

302 - dark 
gray

303 - choco

lin
os

o

304 - granite

305 - deep 
blue

306 - sky blue

307 - avocado

308 - passion

749 - pink peonie

750 -  peppermint

751-  blue breeze

Traditional
8 x Cotton

Basic
4 x Cotton

4 cm Foam

Comfort
6 x Cotton

4 cm Foam

Coco
8 x Cotton
3 cm Coco-
latex

Sandwich
6 x Cotton
2 x Wool
2 x 2 cm 
Latex
3 cm Coco-
latex

Double 
Latex  
6 x Cotton
2 x 4 cm 
Latex

752 - light grey

753 -  purple plum

754 -  taffy pink

311 - beige

312 - dark 
grey

314 - granite 
grey

315 - deep 
blue

318 - passion red

319 - amarillo
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KARUP PARTNERS A/S
Vandværksvej  12
DK - 7470 Karup

T: +45 9710 2000
F: +45 9710 2530

mail@karup.eu
www.karup.eu
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